INTRODUCTION
As is known, maximum powers, which may be transferred through ac transmission line, can be greatly increased not only by means of voltage transfer growth, but also by means of overhead transmission's phase bundling into several wires. It improves electrical characteristics of overhead transmission. Nevertheless, as exploitation experience shows, bundled phase is more exposed to galloping, which leads to reliability decrease of electrical energy transmission. That's why, researches of reactions of overhead transmission lines bundled phase on wind stress in conditions of ice-up and development of galloping control methods are one of the actual up-to-date problems.
Review of previous researches. Research background
Papers [1-5, 7, 9, 12-17] are considered with studying of galloping phenomenon. In these works, basically, considered theoretical problems of galloping, which consist of making general mathematical model, which under given conditions allows to determine main characteristics of oscillatory process -galloping intensity. Besides, in papers [2, 6, 8, [16] [17] [18] high attention is paid to methods of galloping control. However, issues connected with iced-up wires stability loss in wind flow are not considered. The problems of aero-elastic instability of elastically fixed plate and determination of aerodynamical flatter critical speed and divergence are considered in paper [9, 16, 17] . However, elastically fixed plate inadequately describes overhead transmission lines behavior. Among the recent work considered determination of overhead transmission lines critical wind speed galloping conductors can be emphasized the paper [3, [6] [7] [8] . In this work considered a single wire. This paper considers the stability problems of bundled phase of overhead transmission lines, and this is a distinctive feature of this work. Problems of bundled phase stability
II. PROBLEMS OF BUNDLED PHASE STABILITY
This research is aimed to determine the wind flow critical speed, which comes with the loss of stability bundled phase, covered with ice in wind flow. Bundled phase is a bunch, which consists of several wires. Figure I shows the most frequent configurations of overhead lines. Paper [10, 11, 17] provides mathematical model of overhead lines galloping with two degrees of freedom. Bundled phases movement, covered with ice, in wind current is described by combined nonlinear differential second-order equation. For the research of aerodynamical instability of overhead lines, nonlinear differential equations are linearized in neighborhood of reference point. Results of linearization are given below
In this case: a(t) and φ(t) are joint coordinates of linear and angular displacement, ξ is angle of bundled phase displacement under wind current stress, ρ is air density, d Г is distinctive size of precipitations cross-section, ℓ is length of spans, Т is tension of displaced wire, Е is Young's modulus, F is square size of wire's cross-section, P p is specific weight of wire in case of ice-up, C L0, C D0 and C M0 are constant aerodynamical coefficients (lifting force, ram pressure and momentum), V is wind flow speed, ω Λ is frequency of linearized system cross vibrations, δ Λ and δ k are value of linear and torsional motion decrement (during the evaluations were taken as
If we denote initial angular coordinate of one of the wires, relatively considered to be the first, like μ 1 , then angles of μ i are determined using the formula 
Opening the continuant, we will get characteristic equation of fourth-order
As is known, from the sign of real component of characteristic marker λ depends the character of the researched motion. As task description is in determination of fact of stability or system instability (without pre-computation of characteristic equation root), then for the analysis the Hurwitz criterion may be used.
Main Hurwitz continuant To solve the equations we may use iterative method of characteristic equation roots determination [17] [18] [19] . Computation using this method is done using several step-by-step approaches. Process of computation converges quickly enough. As a result of using this method it is possible to decompose equation of third-order as follows (Assuming the smallest root by modulus to be actual) (7), we find lower border of critical speed value in first approach
Roots of the second bracket in the equation (7) are compound and linked.
The second approach doesn't give any serious corrections; therefore, further we will take initial approaches. (10) to multipliers, we get
where values α; β; γ; ψ; θ are determined according to
First approach determines when θ=0.
From the first bracket of the equation (11) we find value of critical speed in first approach
The second bracket of equation (11) gives two roots with negative sign, one pair of compound roots and one root is positive. If root is positive, wind speed modulus equals to more than 40 m/s, so vibrations of the bundled phase are nearly impossible. That's why, the second bracket of the equation (11) we exclude from the analysis. 
, then stability of bundled phase is violated, i.e. vibration is increasing over time.
As it is seen from formula (14) , critical speed depends on characteristics of line itself and aerodynamical characteristics of precipitations. As example, Figure II Figures II and III) , that theoretically the bundled phase, consisted of two wires, is more stable to appearance of galloping in comparison with the bundled phase, consisted of three wires. Practically, they exposed to galloping (in the same conditions) equally, because differences of critical speed modulus for these structures the bundled phase are negligibly small.
2) Increasing the length of span decreases the critical wind speed value, consequently, increasing the length of span decreases the bundled phase aerodynamical stability.
3) Influence of mechanical stress on critical speed value is ambiguous. For small span lengths, increase of voltage comes amid increasing of critical speed modulus, and if one increase length of span, then this mechanism works vice versa. This is connected to complex relationship between vibration frequency, span length and mechanical stress of wire. 4) Increasing vibrations decrement the critical speed modulus increasing linearly. This circumstance may be used in the design of wires galloping control methods.
5)
In order to increase aerodynamical stability the bundled phase, it is necessary to decrease coefficient value of aerodynamical characteristics of ice precipitation. This might be reached, for example, by setting such absorbers, which aerodynamical characteristics are opposite by sign to aerodynamical characteristics of ice precipitation. 6) Linear statement of aim allows setting conditions of vibration process appearance, but doesn't give opportunities for prediction of further vibration development, because non-linear components of vibration process are not taken into consideration. Nevertheless, it gives opportunity for qualitative estimation of influence degree of one or another characteristic on critical wind flow speed, thus, on aerodynamical stability of bundled phase.
